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ABSTRACT

Time evolution operator theory has been applied to 
test the validity of previously derived Rabi formula analogs 
for double and triple photon absorption processes. The time 
evolution operator technique involves numerical integration 
of the differential equation for the time evolution operator 
in the interaction representation using a rigid rotor model 
system. The Rabi formula analogs for double and triple 
photon absorption derived by Oka and Shirley, respectively, 
break down when nearest neighbor energy levels not directly 
involved in the multiple photon absorption process were 
included in the calculation. In addition, the level shift 
interactions for single, double, and triple photon absorption 
processes were found to extend only as far as the nearest 
neighbor energy levels.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
v

The advent of high intensity lasers has brought 
about a renewed interest in both the theoretical and experi
mental aspects of multiple photon processes. Recent experi
ments employing microwave-infrared two photon spectroscopy 
have in effect made laser radiation sources tunable by the 
"addition" of a microwave frequency to an infrared frequency 
using a double photon transition (1). The technique of high- 
resolution double photon spectroscopy also looks promising 
(2-5).

Although the original double photon calculations 
performed by Goeppert-Mayer (6 ) employed a quantized radia
tion field, the techniques of semiclassical radiation theory 
have been applied with considerable accuracy to multiple 
photon transitions. Despite the ultimate limitations of 
semiclassical radiation theory in predicting spontaneous 
emission rates, for example, its value as a predictive tool 
cannot be underestimated. Several recent experiments using 
high-resolution double photon spectroscopy have derived 
their inspiration from essentially semiclassical theories 
(7). Quantum electrodynamics is the ultimate theory at 
present, but the intuitive preference remains the



electromagnetic field of Maxwell's equations, rather than 
the creation and annihilation of photons. In essence, semi- 
classical radiation theory is sufficient for most problems 
dealing with stimulated emission and absorption.

Time-evolution operator theory has been used 
previously by various authors to determine transition proba
bilities for multiple photon absorption (8 ) and to derive 
the Rabi formula for a general quantum system of more than 
two levels (9). In this thesis time evolution operator 
calculations will be performed on a specific molecular model 
system to test the validity of previously derived expres
sions for the time-dependent transition probability for 
double photon and triple photon absorption. In essence, the 
time- evolution operator calculations performed in this thesis 
involve numerical integration of the differential equation 
for the time evolution operator in the interaction repre
sentation. Once the differential equation has been 
integrated by an iterative procedure up to time t=x, the 
period of the driving field frequency, the relation T(nx)=
(T( x ))n can then be applied, where T(t) is the time evolu
tion operator in the Schroedinger representation. The 
pertinent theory and details of the iterative procedure are 
outlined' in Chapter II. In Chapter III the general require
ments for double and triple photon absorption are discussed 
and the parameters of the CD^CN model system specified. 
Chapter IV gives the results of the time evolution operator



calculations for double and triple photon absorption, and 
compares them with the results predicted by the relations of 
Oka and Shimizu (10) and Shirley (11), respectively. The 
changes in the net level shift factors and resonance 
frequencies produced by including additional energy levels 
not directly involved in the double and triple photon 
transitions are particularly noteworthy. The feasibility 
of double and triple photon absorption experiments in the 
infrared and visible spectral regions is discussed in 
Chapter VI.

Time evolution operator calculations were also 
performed for systems of three to six equally spaced levels 
and for three level systems with almost equally spaced 
levels. For the latter three level systems both the Rabi 
formula and the corrected version of Oka's formula were 
found to break down. The results of these calculations are 
given in Chapter V.



CHAPTER II

TIME EVOLUTION OPERATOR THEORY

If |a,tQ) specifies the state of a physical system 
at time t in the Schroedinger representation, the time 
evolution operator T(tyt ) yields the state of the system 
at some later time t through the operator equation

|a,t> = T(t,t ) | a,t >. (II-l)G O . "
The use of T to denote the time evolution operator does not 
imply any connection with the T-matrix of scattering theory. 
From Equation (II-l),

T(t,t) = 1 (II.-2)
and

T(2 ,to) = T(t2 /t1) T(t1 ,to) (11-3)
follow.

The form of the time evolution operator is deter
mined by the Hamiltonian of the system through the operator 
equation

dE T(t'to) = H(t) T(t,to) " (H-4)

which follows from Equation (II-l) and the Schroedinger 
equation.

ih ^  |a,t> = H(t)|a,t> 

since H(t) is always Hermitian, T(t,tQ) is unitary (12).



Determination of the form of T (t,tQ) is often made 
easier by a transformation into the interaction representa
tion. The equation of motion for the state vector | ijj (t) ) 
in the Schroedinger representation is

ift l.̂ (t)) = (Ho+V) | ip (t) ), (II-5)

where Hq is the time-independent portion of the total 
Hamiltonian given by Hq + V, and V may depend on time. If 
the state vector in the interaction representation is taken 
as

| Jpj- (t) > = exp (i t/ft) | ifj(t) ), (II-6 )

differentiating | i|) (t) ) yields

if) ^  U l (t) ) = Vi(t) (^(t) ) (II-7)
where

VI (t) = exp(i H0 t/h)V exp(-i HQt/h). (II-8 )

Hence, the time-development of | (t) ) depends on the time-
dependent portion of the total Hamiltonian. If the physical 
system consists of an atom in a radiation field, Hq becomes 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the atom and V(t) represents 
the interaction between the quantized atom and the classical 
radiation field, in the dipole approximation. Since Hq is 
time independent, the transformation into the interaction 
representation is unitary. The time evolution operator in 
the interaction representation takes the form



I (t) ) ••• u (t,tQ) I 4i1 (tQ) ). (II-9)

The transformation connecting T(t,t^) and U(t,t^) can be
found by considering

l^jCt)) = u(t,to)j^I(to)>

exp (i HQt/^) | ij; (t) ) = U(t,t^) exp (i | ij) (tQ) )

exp (i HQt/h) T (t,tQ) | ip (t0) > =

Hence,
U(t,t_) = exp(i H t/ft) T(t,t ) exp(-i H t /fy), (11-10)U CJ o o o

and since T(t,tQ) is unitary, U(t,tQ). must also be unitary.
The differential equation for U(t,to) can be found 

by taking the time derivative,of the transformed time
evolution operator given by Equation (11-10).

^  U(t,to) = (i H0/ft)u(t,t0 )

+ exp (i ( ^  T(t,t0)) exp (-i Ĥ t̂ /f;)

= (i Ho/^)U(t,to)
+ exp (i HQt/^) (HQT(t,to)/ih) exp (-i Ĥ t̂ /f;)

V (t) T (t, t )
+ exp (i HQt/h) —-- — ■—  exp(-i Hoto/fj)

and
= (1/ifi) VI(t)U(t,to) ,

2TE u(tf.to) = vI (t)u(t,to), (n-ii)

subject to the initial condition
U(to,to) = 1 . (1 1 -1 2 )



From Equation (11-10) it can also be shown that

U (t /1" ) = U(t,t')U(t'/t") . (11-13)

The differential equation for U(t,tQ) is usually 
cast as the integral equation

i'tU (t,t ) = 1- - / VT (t')U(t'ft-) dt'. (11-14)O fi , 1 o
to

This equation can be used as the starting point for a self- 
consistent, successive approximation technique. First 
U(to,tQ) = 1  is substituted under the integral; the 
approximate U(t,tQ) obtained is substituted again in the 
integrand, and the process repeated. The result of repeated 
iterations is a power series in V:

• t . 9 t
U(t,t ) = 1 - i / V (t' ) dt1 + (-^r / VT (f ) •O n . I h . I

o o
t 1
/ VT (t'^dt'dt" + ... (11-15)
- o 1 •

In a similar manner Equations 1 (II-4) and (II-2) can be 
used to obtain

i tT (t,t ) = 1  - i / H (t')T (t',t ) dt' (11-16)
° , h t °o

in the Schroedinger representation. Application of the 
iterative technique used above yields



in the Schroedinger representation. The main utility of 
(11-17) in this paper lies in the proof that T(nx,0) =
(T(t, 0)) under certain conditions.

From the power series for T(t,tQ) the result

T(nx, 0) = (T(x, 0))n (11-18)

can be shown to hold, provided V(t) is periodic in time with 
period x such that

V(t + x) = V(t), (11-19)

For example, if V(t) - yEo sin(wt) , x = 2tt/w . Note that
t has been taken as zero for convenience. The total time- o
dependent Hamiltonian is assumed to have the form

H(t) = Hq + V(t) (11-20)

so that the periodicity of V(t) yields

H (t + x) = Ho + V(t f x) = Ho + V(t) = H(t) (11-21)

To verify Equation (11-18), subject to the restriction 
(11-19), a proof by induction shall be used. For

T(2 x, x) T (X, 0); = T(2x, 0) .

Equation (11-17) yields
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■, 2 t
T(2t,t) = 1 + -—  / H (t1 )dt' + (^-)Z

1^2 T 1 ft

2 T t'
/ H (t1 ) / H(t")dt"dt1 + ...
T T

Changing to the new set of variables,

S" = t" - T

s(n) = t(n) _ Tj 

yields,

1  ̂ 1 2T(2t, t) = 1 + ~- f H (s 1 + r) ds 1 + (A-)^ .ift 0 ift

T
/ H (S 1 + T) / H(s" + t)ds"ds' +
0 0

which the periodicity of H(t) reduces to:

T(2t, t) = 1 + A- / H (s 1 ) ds 1 + (j^)2 • 

t s'
/ H(s') / H (s") ds"ds1 + ... = T(T, 0),
0 0

and T(2t, t)T(t, 0) = (T(t, 0) ) 2 - T(2t, 0) .
Assuming that T(nT, 0) = (T(t > 0))n, it must now be
demonstrated that T((n'+ 1) t ,0) — (T( r, 0)) . From
Equation (II-3),

T ( (n+1) t, 0) = T ( (n+1) T, nr)T(n t , 0),



10
and the integral equation expansion yields

, (n+1 )t
T ( (n+1) t , nr) - 1 + tt- / H (t 1 ) dt 1

nx
1 p (n+1 )x t'

.+ (ĵ -) / H (t 1 ) / H (t" ) dt "dt1 +
nr nx

With the change of variables, 
s' = t 1 - nx 

nx

s (m) =. t (m) _ nT

1 TT( (n+1) x, nx) = 1 + -;—  / H(s'+nT)ds'
^  0

1 2  T + (-7V-) / H (s ' +nx)
±ri 0

s'
I H(s" + n x)ds"ds1 + ...,
0

which the periodicity of H(t) reduces to:

T( (n + 1) x’, n x ) = 1 + — ■ f H(s' )ds'in o

1 2 T s '+ (~) S H(s') / H(s")ds"ds' + ... = T (x, 0).
0 0

Hence, T ( (n + 1) x,0) = (T (t, 0) ) n+-*-f and Equation (11-18)
is verified.

The differential equation for U(t,t ) can now be 
used in conjunction with a Taylor series expansion of



11
U(t,tQ = 0 ) to obtain a numerical iteration procedure for
the evaluation of U(t = x, 0). It is assumed that V(t) is 
periodic with period x so that the iterative process 
described below can be terminated at t = x and Equation 
(11-18) applied once U(x, 0) has been transformed back 
into the Schroedinger representation. It is also assumed 
that the initial or reference time for the "switch-on" of 
the perturbation V(t) is tQ = 0.. Hence, U(t/t ) = U(t,0) =
U(t) and t = 0 will be suppressed for notational con
venience. For the purposes of this paper, the transient 
response of the system after the "switch-on" of V(t) will be 
ignored.

For time increments 6 << x,
2 2

U (t+8 ) = U (t) + (6 ) - ^ 7 U (t) + ^ 9 U (t) + ... (11-22)at dt

If this series is teriminated at first, order,
U (t + 8 ) = U (t) + U (t) ,

where

Hence,
A u(t) = A vi (t) u(t)-

U(t + 6 ) = (l+(6 /i^)V1 (t)) U(t). (11-23)

Since U (0) = 1, for t = 0 and 8 = x/n,

U (8 ) = (1+ • Vj (0) ) U(0) = d+ Jj; VI(0) ) .

Equation (11-23) can now be applied repeatedly to yield the
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iterative process

U (2• 6 ) = (1 + ~  VI(6 ) )U (6 )
U (3 * 6 ) = (1 + ~  VI (2*6))U(2*6)

U(n.6 ) = (1 + ^  VI ((n-1)-6 ))U((n-1)-6 ).

The iterative process is carried out for n large (usually 
1 0 0 0 ) and terminated when n? 6 = t • in essence, the 
differential equation for U(t) has been numerically inte
grated from t = 0 to t = T. Once U ( t ) is known, trans
forming back into the Schroedinger representation using 
Equation (11-10) with t = 0 yields T (x). For times t > 
x, but with t/ x integral, the relation T(mx) =
(T (' x ) )m can- then be applied. For perturbations of the 
form V(t) = yEQ sin(w*t) where the driving field is resonant
with the atomic or molecular system specifying H and singleo
photon absorption occurs, and transition rate, hereafter 
referred to as the Rabi frequency, is much slower than the 
driving field frequency. For two or three photon absorption 
the transition rates are slower still, so the restriction to 
times that are integer multiples of x = 2 tt/w does not 
limit the utility of the technique in practice.

If T (t) , where t - a x  + b, b < x , and a is an 
integer, is required. Equation (11-18) can be applied to 
find T(a x). T (a x) ' must then be transformed to
U(a x) and the iterative procedure above then used to
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generate U(t = ax + b). Equation (11-10) can then be
used to generate T(ax + b).

If the series given by (11-22) is terminated at
second order,

U (t+<5) = (1 + ~  V (t) )U(t) + (82 /2! ) - ~  U(t) 
in 1 dt

where
2

u(t) = ik ax

' = ((^ VI(t))U(t)+VI(t) (^U(t)))

= ~  (V^(t)U(t) + vI (t)i VI(t)U(t) )

= v;(T) + ( ^)2 (vI (t)2))u(t),

and Equation (11-10) has been invoked. Hence,

u(t+S) a (1+ 4  v^t) + §?• Vj(t)

+ (3^) 2 jr (VI(t))2 )u(t) , (11-24)

to second order. The iterative process for the second order 
expression is analogous to that for the first order. Since 
U (0 ) = 1 , for t = 0 and 8 = x/n,

2
V(S) ; (1+ Vj-IO) + aL |r Vj-(O)

+ <iX)2 xr <VI (0))2)U(0)

and Equation (11-24) can now be applied repeatedly to yield 
the iterative process



As for the first-order case, the iterative process is 
carried out for n large and terminated when nS = t .
Again, the differential equation for U(t) has been, in 
essence, numerically integrated from t - 0 to t = t . For 
times t > T, but with t/ t an integer, the relation 
T (m t )’ = (T ( t ) )m can now be applied.

Since the time evolution operator yields the evolu
tion of a quantum system in time, it is ideal for calcu
lating transition rates. Under the influence of the mono
chromatic, coherent driving field,

E = E0  sin(w-t), (11-25)

the perturbation on the atomic or molecular system specified
by Ho becomes, in the dipole approximation,

V(t) = yE0  sin(w-t). (11-26)

Once T (t) has been determined, |<a|T(t)|b> | 2 yields the 
probability for the transition b a at time t, where T(t) is
obtained from (11-18) in conjunction with the iterative
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process based on either (11-23) or (11-24). It should be 
noted that the time evolution operator so calculated does not 
include any effects attributable to a quantized radiation 
field, such as spontaneous emission. Thus the multiple 
photon calculations performed are in the domain of semi- 
classical radiation theory, and |(a|T(t)|b)|^ accounts for 
stimulated emission and absorption rates only if the spon
taneous emission rate,

WSP = r f  |P*b|2, < I I ' 2 7 )

for the transition b > a is much slower than stimulated 
emission or absorption. The stimulated emission and absorp
tion rates are found by monitoring |(a|T(t)|b)| over time 
intervals that are long compared to t = 2 tt/w.

The requirement that T(t) be unitary for. all times t 
provides the basis for a convenient measurement of the error 
accumulation, in time, of T(t) resulting from the use of 
(11-23) and (11-24), since terminating the series (11-22) is 
the only approximation made in the context of the semi-classical 
treatment used here. The unitarity requirement can also be 
used to check for large computer programming blunders.

For a model two level system, T(t) can be written as 
a 2x2 matrix, and the requirement that T be unitary becomes

T T+ = I, (11-28)
_j_where denotes the Hermitian adjoint and I the identity

+ +matrix. Hence, Trace (T T ) = Tr(T T ) must equal two if
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T is to. be unitary, and the unitarity requirement for T(t) 
for an n-level system is

Tr(T T+) = n. (11-29)

The physical interpretation of (11-29) can be found by 
noting that

+ n n
Tr (T T ) = E E (T , ) (T, )

a 1  b=l

- J i  (T«*)*

= E (a|T(t) !b > <a|T(t) |b)* (11-30)
a, b -

= n.
If the system is initially in the state b = 1 at time t — 0, 
at some later time t the atom or molecule must be in some 
one of the n states or a state composed of the linear 
combination

n
| (t) ) = E (a | T (t) | b=l) | a).

a=l
Thus, the sum of the sum of the transition probabilities for 
the transitions

(b=l) -> (a= 1 )
(b=l) ->■ (a=2 )

(b=l) ->• (a=n)
must equal unity, and



Hence, for any initial state b.at t = 0, the manifold of 
transitions

b -> (a=l) , b -> (a-2) , ... b (a=n)

must satisfy Equation (11-31) at all later times, and 
Equation (11-30) follows.

An additional monitoring of calculational accuracy 
can be obtained by using T(t) to find the single photon 
absorption rates in multi-level systems. By comparing these 
rates with those predicted by the Rabi formula (13),

2
• i i 2 V m  2 2| a, „ (t) | = ^ ^  sin (t/ 2  (w -w)

1 fi (wQ-w ) +V 01 °

+ (V01/f})2)1/2) , (11-32)

large errors in the computer program used to calculate 
2|(a|T(t)|b)| can be detected and eliminated, even though 

Equation (11-29) may be satisfied to a high degree of 
accuracy.

In practice, U ( T ) is first calculated using the 
iterative process based on the series (1 1 -2 2 ) and either 
Equation (11-23) or (11-24). U (t ) is then transformed 
into the Schroedinger representation and T (t ) generated.
A convenient time unit .
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t ' = 2m T, (11-33)

with m an integer, is chosen and T(t') is generated by the 
process

T (2 t) = (T (x) ) 2  
T(4x) - (T (2x) ) 2.

T(2m x ) = (T(2rn_1 x) ) 2 , .

T(2 m x) is then multiplied out in 2 mT time units and 
the transition under consideration is monitored each 2 ^x 
time increment through a computer printout of |(a|T(t)|b)|2, 
where

T (2• 2m X ) = T(2mT) T;(2mx)
T (3 - 2m X ) = . T(2-2mx) T(2mx)

e e e

T(q-2m x) = T( (q-1) •2nlx) T(2mx),
4“ mIn addition, Tr(T T ) is also printed out at each 2 x

increment as an indicator of calculational accuracy. From
2the printout of |(a|T(t)|b)| , the period of the transition

2 2  rate, assuming |(a|T(t)|b)| is proportional to sin (2 n/x)t,
can be easily determined to within a factor of x, where -
x = 2 tt/w for the driving field and _x is the period of
the transition frequency. For single photon processes,

x_ -  2 tt/ w ,

where
w = | ((wo-w)2 + (Vab/h)2)1/2
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from Equation (11-32). For all double photon processes and 
most triple photon processes, except in multiple resonance 
systems, |(a|T(t)|b)| was found to fit a sin fit function
quite closely.



CHAPTER III

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTIPLE 
PHOTON ABSORPTION

As with the single photon absorption process, 
theoretical treatments of multiple photon absorption pro
cesses must allow for parity requirements in the absorbing 
molecule and the limitations imposed by spontaneous emission. 
In addition, a problem unique to multiple photon absorption 
is posed by the choice of driving field frequency, or 
frequencies.

The problem of parity is best illustrated by con
sidering double photon absorption in the rotational spectrum 
of CD^CN (microwave region). The mathematical model used 
for CD^CN is a three level system. On the K=M=0 manifold, 
the energy levels for a typical symmetric-top molecule are 
given in Figure 1. For a symmetric-top molecule such as 
CD^CN, the quantum number J determines the total angular 
momentum of the molecular system, while K determines the 
components of the total angular momentum along the unique 
axis of the molecule and M determines the component of the 
total angular momentum along the direction of any applied 
field. Since CD^CN is a symmetric-top, it is subject to
NH^-type inversion. For ammonia, the frequency (14) of the

10 -1"umbrella" inversion is approximately 2.4 x 10 sec ,
20
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J=f2

J=1

J=1

TFT E=6 Bft

f)W

(virtual level, 
E=3B%)

■ E=2Bfl
Aw

E=0

Figure Is The K=M=0 energy level manifold for a model three 
level symmetric-top molecule —  For CD-CN, B is 
4.937 x IqIO rad/sec. The vertical arrows 
indicate double photon absorption at w=3 B.

while for CD^CN the frequency is extremely slow (on the 
order of years) compared with transition rates .for single, 
double, and triple photon absorption in the microwave 
region. If the parity of the vibrational and rotational 
parts of the total wavefunction is considered, each state 
specified by (J,K=M=0) can be shown (14) to be two states 
with (+) and (-) parity, respectively. For K=M=0, however, 
parity considerations for the nuclear spin wavefunctions for 
each (J,K=M=0) dictate that only (-) parity states can 
exist for J even, and (+) parity states for J odd. Double 
photon absorption in a symmetric-top molecule treated as a 
three level system on the K=M=0 manifold is illustrated in 
Figure 2. The parity selection rules ( + ) (+) and
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J=2

J—1

J=0

(-) parity

(virtual level, 
(-). parity)

(+) parity

(-) parity

Figure 2. K=M=0 energy level manifold for a model three
level symmetric-top molecule, with the parity 
of each J state indicated.

(-) (-) for double photon absorption of the type AJ=+2
are derived from the ( + ) •*-*- (-) parity selection rule for 
the two single photon transitions involving the virtual 
level indicated by the dashed lines in Figures 1 and 2. The 
(+) -*->- (-) parity selection rule for single photon electric 
dipole transitions requires that the virtual level have (+) 
parity.

On the KM = ±1 manifold in CD^CN, each angular 
momentum state specified by (JfK=±l, M=±l) is doubly de
generate, with one state having (+) parity and the other (-) 
parity. The two-fold degeneracy results both from the 
negligibly small inversion frequency of CD^CN, and the 
parity behavior of the nuclear spin wavefunction when K^O.



A schematic of the two photon absorption J=2->-K3 for CD^CN 
treated as a four level system is given in Figure 3. In 
order to guarantee that the transition occurs only on the 
KM = ±1 manifold, a Stark-modulation field must be used (10). 
For calculational purposes the symmetric-top molecule, on the 
KM = ±1 manifold must be treated as a four level system to 
allow for the parity-induced degeneracy of each level and to 
prevent violations of the (+) (-) single photon parity
selection rule.

J=3 — -tj— —  (±) parity 

ftw

(virtual level,
-""A-- (±) parity)

ftw

J=2 -- '---  (±) parity

Figure 3. AJ=+1 double photon absorption on the KM=±1
manifold for a symmetric-top molecule treated 
as a four level system..

Triple photon absorption in CD^CN is parity allowed 
for transitions of the type AJ=+1 and AJ=+3 on the K=M=0 
manifold, as illustrated in Figure 4. For AJ=+3 triple
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Two level system
J=1

J=0

1 >< ’ >

y

>s

7?w

(+) parity

(-) parity 
(virtual level)

(+) parity

(-) parity

Four level system 
j= 3  --.—  (+) parity

__ (-) parity 
1 (virtual level)

J=2 —-— H—  (-) parity

J=1
J=0

hw
(+) parity 

 ̂ (virtual level)

(+) parity 
(-) parity

Figure 4. AJ=+1 and AJ=+3 triple photon absorption on the
K=M—0 energy level manifold for a symmetric-top 
molecule treated as a two level and a four 
level system respectively.

photon transitions in CD^CN, the model used for the molecule 
is a four level system, while for triple photon transitions 
of the type AJ= + 1  a two level system may be used to 
approximate CD^CN. Similary, n-photon absorption, with 
n = 5,7,9, etc., is parity allowed for AJ=+1 transitions on 
the K=M=0 manifold.

For model systems with equally spaced energy levels, 
such as a 3, 4, 5, or 6 level simple harmonic oscillator, it 
is no longer possible to discuss "pure" multiple photon 
transitions, since a multiple photon transition in such a
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system will undoubtedly involve a multiple resonance 
phenomenon, or cascade of single photon transitions. The 
model used to represent a system with equally spaced levels 
was a system with three to six equally spaced levels, but 
without the relationship between successive dipole moment 
matrix elements typical of a simple harmonic oscillator. A 
single quantum, "step-ladder" cascade or quadruple resonance 
is illustrated schematically in Figure 5 for a five level 
system. In Figure 5 the sequence of transitions, if the 
system is initially in the ground state E^, is 
E ̂ ->E j. „ If the system is in E^ initially, the cascade 
sequence is Ê Ê̂ -̂ Ê -̂ -Ê . The cascade sequence of single 
photon absorptions is expected to become less efficient in 
populating the uppermost level as the number of equally 
spaced levels is increased, due to the equal probabilities 
for stimulated emission and absorption at each step of the 
cascade "ladder" and due to level shifts.

The level shift phenomenon, discussed in several 
quantum optics papers (15-20), is particularly important to 
both the theories of multiple photon absorption and multiple 
resonances. Level shifts are observed only in the presence 
of resonant or nearly resonant radiation fields, so the 
phenomenon is a dynamic one which can be interpreted as a 
variation of the dc Stark effect. Qualitatively, each 
energy level of an atomic or molecular system in a radiation 
field "repels" all other energy levels, with the magnitude
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■ J\",J ■

• "1 1)I ' *

J <

m

E,

E

E.

E,

E,

Figure 5. Quadruple resonance, or cascade absorption, for 
a model five level system with AEpj = ftw for 
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

of the repulsion increasing with increasing driving field 
intensity. The result in the lab frame for a two level 
system is a resonance frequency shifted to a slightly higher 
frequency than would be observed in the limit of zero field 
intensity.' The correct resonance frequency predicted by 
Bloch and Siegert (16) for a single photon transition in a 
two level system is

• w = w 0  + — 2  ̂ ,
4ft w

where wq is the resonance frequency in the limit of zero 
driving field intensity. The level shifts, exaggerated for 
clarity, are indicated schematically in Figure 6 for a two
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level shift =
— _y________

(yE)
8 2̂2w

ab

Energy levels 
for zero reflation 
field intensity.

(ME)
level shift = ab

Increasing radiation field strength

Figure 6 . Level shifts, exaggerated for clarity, for two 
level system in a resonant, or nearly resonant, 
driving field (level shifts indicated are those 
predicted by Bloch and Siegert [16]).

level system. For traditional radiation sources of low 
intensity, the level shifts are small enough to ignore, but 
when high power lasers are used as radiation sources, the 
level shifts are expected to become fairly large (8 ). For 
two photon absorption of the type AJ = +2 for CD^CN treated 
as a three level system on the K=M=0 manifold, the level 
shifts predicted by Oka and Shimizu (10) are given by

I 1 2
* (lJE) z ' 12 (w-Aw)

5c 2 2(Aw)(w -Aw)ft o
for the J = 0 level, and

2
(pE)zl23 (w+Aw)

^e ,2 2 (Aw)(w +Aw)ft o
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for the J = 2 level, where

w = 3B = driving field frequency, 
w = 6 B = E (J=2) - E(J-O) and
°  , h .

Aw = w- = B.
h .

The correct resonance frequency is then (1/2)(w^+5^-6^).
For a general three photon transition between adjacent 
levels a and b in a two level system, the net level shift 
predicted by Shirley (11) is

3|<|AzEz |b> | 2

0 = — 2
8 ft w

i
where w is the driving field frequency. If■ w specifies the 
resonance frequency of the a-Ha single photon transition in 
the limit of zero driving field intensity, the correct three 
photon resonance frequency is claimed by Shirley to be

(wo+<5) 
w = — =   .

Although the double photon absorption processes 
considered in this paper will involve two photons of equal 
energy, it is possible to obtain double photon absorption 
if two photons of unequal energy are used (1, 10). If ftwQ 
is the total energy needed to obtain a double photon transi
tion, then the frequencies w^ and w^ of the two photons of 
unequal energy must be such that w q = w^ + w^. Such double 
photon processes can be treated with relative ease using 
the theory developed in Chapter II only if



with m = 2,3,4,..., since Equation (11-18) can be applied 
only if V (t) is periodic. If = 2 9 .nd

V(t) = u• sin(w^-t) + ij*E2 sin(w2 *t), (III-2)

then = 27r/ŵ  = 2 7r/ 2  *w2 = t2/2 , and 2t^ = %2. Hence, if 

T  =  x 2 '  '

V(t+x) = i-i• E-̂ sin (ŵ  (t+2T1) ) + y*E2 sin (w2 (t+x2) ) = V(t),

and the driving field is periodic with period x = x2 = 2 x̂ . 
If two photons of unequal energy are used, care must be 
taken to avoid double resonances, such as would occur if the 
perturbation given by (III-2) were applied to CD^CN with 
w^ = 2B and w2 = 4B. If m in Equation (III-l) is not an 
integer, the iterative procedure for U(t) must be applied 
for all times t after the perturbation is switched on, 
resulting in excessively long computation times.

As mentioned previously, semiclassical radiation 
theory can be applied to multiple photon processes only if 
the spontaneous emission rate given by Equation (11-27) is 
much slower than the transition rate for the specific 
multiple photon process under consideration. For this 
reason, the microwave region, where spontaneous emission 
rates are quite low, is an excellent area for multiple 
photon absorption experiments. In order to observe two and 
three photon absorption in the infrared and visible regions
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the driving field amplitude must be increased in proportion 
to the increase in driving field frequency in order to keep 
absorption rates higher than spontaneous emission rates.

Although semiclassical radiation theory cannot 
account for the form of the emitted fields in multiple 
photon processes, either spontaneous or stimulated, the 
problem is one of considerable interest and importance.
Using a quantized radiation field, it should be possible to 
determine the frequency or frequencies of the radiation 
fields from spontaneous and stimulated emission in two and 
three photon absorption experiments, such as those outlined 
in Figures 1 and 4 for CD^CN.

The basic framework for the computer programs used 
to calculate transition rates for multiple photon processes 
is given in Appendix A, along with a sample program. The 
model systems treated in this paper are:

1. A rigid rotor with three to six energy levels 
beginning with J=0, CD^CN dipole moment matrix 
elements on the K=M=0 manifold, and CD^CN energy 
level spacings. For convenient reference, the field 
strength, rotational constant, and dipole moment are 
those used by Oka and Shimizu (10) for CD^CN, . 
namely,

2Ez = 2 00 volt /cm (or approximately 53 watts/cm )
- B =' 2ir (7857. 93 MHz) 
y = 3.92 Debyes.



A system with three to six equally spaced energy 
levels, but with CD^CN dipole moment matrix elements 
and an energy level separation equivalent to a 
microwave frequency (6 B).



CHAPTER IV

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE PHOTON ABSORPTION IN 
THE CD3CN MODEL SYSTEM

Using the CD^CN model system described in the pre
ceding section, double photon transition rates were cal
culated for Aj= + 2  transitions in three, four, five, and six 
level systems. For the AJ=+2 transition in the three level 
system illustrated in Figure 1, the intermediate level (J=l) 
was shifted over the range from O.SOBft to 5.50Bft in order to 
test the accuracy of the formula given by Oka and Shimizu 
(1 0 ) for double photon transitions in a model three level 
system in which the intermediate level between the initial 
and final states is by-passed.. A transition of this type, 
using Oka and Shimizu's (10) notation, is illustrated in 
Figure 7. The level shift factors predicted by Oka and 
Shimizu were found to be of the correct magnitude but wrong 
sign. Oka and Shimizu's formula was also compared with T(t) 
calculations for other AJ=+2 transitions in CD^CN model 
systems of four, five, and six levels, and in the equivalent 
three level systems. Triple photon absorption rates for 
J=0 ->■-»"*- J=1 and J-0 J=3 transitions in the CD^CN model
systems were also calculated. For the J=0 J-l transi
tion two, three, and four level systems were employed, while 
a four level system was used for the AJ=+3 transition. The

32



(+) parity

 ;S-A"——  (virtual level) ftwo
h (Aw)

d  —  (-) parity

c (+) parity

Figure 7. A model three level system for a symmetric-top 
molecule on the K=M=0 manifold using Oka and 
Shimizu's (10) notation

fairly well with those predicted by Shirley (11), but for a 
four level system Shirley's formula is inadequate. Unless 
specified to the contrary, all of the T(t) calculations were 
performed to second order using Equation (11-24) with GRID= 
1000, where 6 of Chapter III is t/GRID.

time-dependent transition probability predicted by Oka and 
Shimizu (10) for the double photon transition c e is given 
by the relation

J=0 J=! transition rates for a two level system compared

For the three level system depicted in Figure 7, the

P 2^ 2,1/2 (IV-1)

where
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and

(IV-2)

w + w 
w + w (IV-3)

h 2 (Aw) o

8 e and 8  ̂are the level shifts for levels c and e, re-

(IV-1) was found to have the incorrect sign. Hence, the 
correct resonance frequency is

The correct level shift factors that must be added to 
w=Wq/2 to yield complete resonance (P (J=0̂ -̂ -2) = 1) are given 
in Table 1 for J=0^-»J=2 double photon transitions in a three 
level CD^CN model system in which the intermediate level 
was shifted over the range from 0.50Bft to 5.50Bft. These 
level shift factors were verified using T(t) computer 
calculations in which the transition probability, given by 
|{J=2|T(t)|J=0>|2, was monitored in time at each 64x time 
increment following t=0 , with t=2 tt/w. These calculations

.. spectively. The level shift factor (8^-8^)/2 in Equation

(IV-4)
and

P sin21 (A2+ (B1 ) 2 ) 1 / / 2 (IV-5)

where
(B') = ( (1/2) (2w-wo+5c-Se))2.
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Table 1. Level shift factors that must,be added to w=w0/2 

for double photon transitions in a three
level CD3 CN model system in which the intermediate 
level has been shifted over the range indicated 
(driving field frequency is w=3B=l.481 x lO^ 
rad/sec) .

Intermediate level 
in B units

Level shift factor 
in rad/sec

0.50 1.55 x 106

1 . 0 0 1.3.0 x 106

1.50 1 . 0 1  x 1 0 6

1.80 8.9 3 x 105

2 . 0 0 5.93 x 105

2 . 1 0 4.66 x 105

2.30 1.16 x 1 0 5

2.50 -4.94 x 105

2.60 -1 . 0 2  x 1 0 6

2 . 80 -3.625 x 106

3.50 3.629 x 106

4.00 2.61 x 1 0 6

4.50 2.31 x 106

5.00 ' 2.205 x 106

5.50 2 . 2 1 1  x 1 0 6



were performed both with, and without, the proper level
shift factor included in the driving field frequency. The
period of the transition frequency for each intermediate
level location, measured in t units and assuming a time-

dependent transition probability P ( J=0-*-kL) proportional to 
2a sin (fit) function, was determined to within a factor of x 

from the T(t) computer calculations and compared with that 
given by Equation (IV-5). Tables 2 and 3 indicate the 
results of this comparison in addition to the location of 
the first maximum in P (J=0->~>-2) predicted by both the T(t) 
calculations and Equation' (IV-5). The peak values for 
Equation (IV-5) were obtained from computer print-outs in 
64x time increments of the corrected Oka and Shimizu (10) 
formula. These print-outs were also used to determine the 
fit of T(t) to the corrected form of Equation (IV-1) both 
with, and without, the level shift factor given by (IV-4) 
included in the driving field frequency. The results of a 
typical fit are given in Table 4, and Tables 5 and 6 give 
the results of several such comparisons in terms of the 
magnitude of the maximum per cent error for probabilities 
between 0.1 and 1. 0 over half a cycle of P (J=0->~>-2) .

It can be seen from Tables 2, 3, and particularly 
5 and 6 , that the corrected Oka formula inadequately 
describes the transition probability as the intermediate 
leve] approaches the energy of the photons of the driving 
field. Although a cascade from J=0 to J-2 is, strictly



Table 2. Comparison of transition periods computed from T(t) and Equation (IV-5) 
for J-0^-J=2 transitions in a three level CDgCN model system in which 
the intermediate level has been shifted over the range indicated 
(driving field frequency is 3B in each case).

Intermediate 
level in B 

units

Transition period 
in T units from 
corrected Oka

Transition period 
in T units from 

T (t)

N=First maximum and 
location in T units 

from T(t)

N=First maximum and 
location in T units 
from corrected Oka

0.50 36789 36790 .850548 @ 144 (641) .850640 0 144 (641)
1.00 30733 30736 .927462 0 120 (641) .927541 0 120 (64T)
1.50 23618 23620 .973730 0 92 (64i) .973799 0 98 (64i)
1.80 19047 19050 .989401 0 75 (641) ..989536 0 92 (64i)
2.00 15923 15928 .995497 0 63 (641) .995911 0 74 (641)
2.10 14345 14352 .997659 0 56 (64i) .997962 0 62 (64i)
2.30 11168 11178 .999675 0 44 (64i) .999742 0 .56 (64i)
2.50 7975 7986 ,996786 0 31 (641) .999235 0 44 (64i)
2.60 6376 6390. ,994563 0 25 C64i) .998039 0 31 (64i)
2.80 3181 3210 .984803 0 12 (64l) .991041 0 25 (64i)
3.50 7829 7842 .962140 0 30 (64i) .962762 0 12 (641)4,00 15360 15366 .926726 0 60 (.641) .926769 0 60 (64i)
4.50 22426 22430 .877969 0 88 (64l) .878009 0 88 (64i)
5.00 28822 28824 .815695 0 113 (64l) .815786 0 113 (64l)5. 50 34269 34270 .738010 0 133 (64l) .738118 0 134 (64l)



Table 3. Comparison of transition periods computed from’T(t) and from Equation 
(IV-5) for J= ()->->-J= 2 transitions in a three level CDgCN model system in 
which the intermediate level has been shifted over the range indicated 
(driving field frequency includes the appropriate level shift factor).

Intermediate 
level in B 

units

Transition period 
in T units from 
corrected Oka

Transition period 
in T units from 

T(t)

N=First maximum and 
location in T units 

from T(t)

N=First maximum and 
location in T units 
from corrected Oka

0,50 39889 39990 .999870 @ 156 (641) .999996 0 156 (64l)
1.00 31911 31912 ,999892 0 125 (641) .999981 0 125 (64l)
1.50 23933 23938 ,999870 0 94 (64i) .999933 0 93 (64i)
1.80 19147 19150 .999932 0 75 (641) .999981 0 75 (64l)
2.00 15956 . 15960 .999680 0 63 (64l) ’ .999933 0 62 (64l)
2.10 14360 14366 .999703 0 56 (64l) .999993 0 56 (641)
2.30 11169 11178 .999756 0 44 (64l) .999820' 0 44 (64l)
2.50 7877 7990 .997478 0 31 (64i) .999933 0 31 (64l)
2.60 6382 6396 ,996448 0 25 (641) .999981 0 25 (641)
2,80 3190 3222 .990023 0 12 (641) .996569 0 12 (641)
3,50 7979 7990 ,997572 0 31 (641) .999933 0 31 (641)
4.00 15956 15960' ,999718 0 63 (641) .999933 0 62 (641)4,50 23934 23938 ,999901 0 94 (641) .999933 0 93 (641)
5.00 31912 31912 .999892 0 125 (641) .999981 0 125 (641)
5,50 39890 39990 .999908 0 156 (64l) .999996 0 156 (641)
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Table 4. Typical fit of T(t) results to Equation (IV-5) — ■ 

The intermddiate level is at 1.9 OBft and no level 
shift factor has been included in the driving 
field frequency, 1̂ =64 *t and w=3B. The magnitude
of the maximum per cent error for probabilities
between 0 .1 and 
0.34%.

1 . 0  over half a cycle of P is c-»e

Time T (t) result
Equation (IV-5) 

result % Error
1ST .113312 .113507 0.18%
232 .252567 .252766 0.08%
3 5t .515516 .515721 0.04%
4 6 t .753296 .753741 0.06%
55t .902009 .902858 0 .1 0 %
69t .992728 .992922 0 .0 2 %
81t .911358 .911162 0.03%
90t .766578 .766249 0.05%

1 0 2 t .508329 .507647 0.14%

1142 .246217 . .245761 0.19%

1 2 2 2 .108782 ,108418 0.3 4%
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Table 5. Comparison of Equation (IV-5) results with'T (t) 

calculation results for" two photon J=0->-->-J=2 
transitions in CD^CN model systems in terms of the 
per cent error as computed in Table 4 (no level 
shift factors included in the driving field 
frequency).

Intermediate level 
location in Bft units % Error

0.50 0.08%
1 . 60 0.31%
1.90 0 .3 4%
2 . 0 0 0.41%
2 . 2 0 0 .6 6 %
2.40 0.96%
2.80 9 . 51%
4.00 0 . 59%
5.50 0.05%

Table 6 , Comparison of Equation (IV-5) results with T(t) 
calculation results for two photon J=0->-KT=2 
transitions in CD3 CN model systems with level 
shift factors included in each driving field 
frequency as given in Table 1.

Intermediate level
location in Bft units % Error

0.50 0.07%
1,60 0 .2 2 %
1.90 0.54%
2 . 0 0 0.40%
2 , 2 0 0.67%

• 2.40 1,72%
2,80 9.22%
4.00 0 . 41%
5.50 0,06%
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speaking, only possible for the intermediate level at, or 
very near, the energy E=3Bh, the cascade effect becomes 
quite noticeable for the intermediate level located between 
2.90B and 3.10B frequency units. This phenomenon will be 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter V.

The intrinsic accuracy of the T(t) calculations used.
in the above mentioned comparisons with Equation (XV-5) can
be assessed by the requirement that T(t) be unitary for all
times t. For a three level system, the unitary requirement 

+is that TR(T T )'= 3. The calculations used to generate 
T (t) were approximate, so it is expected that the unitarity 
of T (t) will decay for increasingly larger times t > 0 .
Table 7 displays the traces computed for various values of 
GRID for both first and second order T(t) calculations for 
the J=CH->-J=2 transition in a three level CD^CN model system, 
with the intermediate level (J=l) in its "usual" location at 
E/ft = 2B. The traces in Table 7 were computed at the loca
tion of the first maximum in P (J=0̂ -̂ -2) , with time sampling 
increments of 64x being employed. It is worthwhile to note 
that the calculations whose traces differ greatly from 3 
also exhibit the greatest overshoot as P (J=0->->2) approaches 
unity. Since the T(t) calculations tabulated in Tables 2 
through 6 were performed to second Order with GRID = 1000, 
the worst case trace can he taken to be on the order of 
3.000 001 at the first peak in P(J=0^^2).
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Table 7. Calculational accuracy parameters for J=0-3--hJ=2 two 

photon absorption in a three level CD^CN model 
system (T=2w/w=2w/3B).

GRID
Peak value at 
time t=62*64%

Trace at 
peak value

Period of 
frequency

transition 
in t units

First Order [Equation (11-23) J :
1 0  0 1.064 746 3.2828 15 928
500 1.008 927 3.0541 15 928

1 0 0 0 1..002 187 3.0269 15 928

Second Order [Equation (11-2 4) ] :
1 0 0 .995572 3.000 538 15 926
500 .995496 3.000 004 2 15 928

1 0 0 0 .995497 3,000 000 3 15 928
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Although the corrected Oka and Shimizu (10) formula

was found to work quite well, with the one noted exception,
for J=:0->">J=2 transitions in the three level CD^CN model
system, it does not adequately predict the behavior of the
same transition in CD^CN rigid rotor model systems of four,
five, or six levels, with E (J) - J (J+l)Bft for J=0,1,2, ... .
The results of calculations for such systems are given in
Table 8 . It should be noted that the level shift factor is
positive for the three level system, but negative for the
four, five, and six level systems. This effect can most
probably be attributed to the "repulsion" of the J=2 and J=3
energy levels under the influence of the driving field. In
essence, the J=2 level is shifted by both the neighboring
levels, J=1 and J=3, with the net effect being a negative
level shift to lower apparent energy. As Table 8 indicates,
the J-4 and J-5 levels have no observable effect on the net
level shift factor. Once the four, five, and six level
systems were properly level shifted, the transition periods
were found to be identical to the transition period Obtained

2for the three level system. When |(J=2|T(t)|j=0)| was fit 
2to an Nsin (fit) function, with fi being determined from the

T (t) calculation with no level shift factor included in the
driving field frequency and N a normalization factor equal
to the first peak in |(J=2 |T(t)|j=0 )|̂ , the results, given
in Table 9, were quite good. Hence, |(J=2|T(t)|j=0)|^ in a

2system of four or more levels still yields a sin (fit)
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Table 8 . Level shift parameters and results for J=0->"KJ=2

transitions in CD^CN model systems of three, four, 
five, and six energy levels, with E (J)(J+l)Bft 
and GRID=1000.

Number
of

levels

Driving field 
frequency with 
level shift 

factor

N=First maximum 
in transition 

probability and 
location in % units

Trace at 
peak location

3 3B .995497 @ 63 (64%) • 3.000 0 0 0 3
3 3B + 5,931 x 105 .999680 @ 63 (64%) 3.000 0 0 0 3
4 3B ,983171 @ 62(64%) 4.000 0 0 0 8

4 3B - 1.19 x 106 .999652 @ 63 (64%) 4.000 0 0 0 8

5 3B r- 1.19 x 106 .999652 @ 63 (64%) 5.000 0 0 1 7
6 3B - 1.19 x 106 .999652 § 63.(64%) 6.005 652 3

Table 9, Comparisons of |(J-2|T(_t) |j=0)| to an Nsin Ĉ t) 
function for the J=0->->J=2 transition in CDgCN 
model systems of three, four, and five levels 
with determined from T (t) calculations with 
GRID=1000,

Number
of levels Period in % units from
in system T (t) calculations i % Error

3
4
5

2(124 164%) + 28%) 
2 (123 (64%) + 44%) 
2(123(64%) + 44%)

0.80%
0.10%
0,10%
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function, but with ft being an even more complex function of 
level shift factors than in Equation (IV-5). T (t) calcula
tions were also performed for the J=0->--KT=2 transition in 
CD^CN model systems of four, five, and six levels, but with 
the system "scaled" by an order of magnitude in the sense 
that the parameters used in the calculations were w=30B,
E (J) - J(J+l)Bf), and Ê, = 2000V/cm, or equivalently, 5300 
watts/cm2. The results, given in Table 10, are identical to 
those given in the last three rows of Table 8 , with the 
exceptions being that the level shift factor in Table 10 
has been increased by an order of magnitude and x = 2tt/30B.

Table 10, T (t) calculation results for the J=0->-KI=;2
transitions in CDgCN model systems with the 
systems "scaled" by an order of magnitude
(w=30B f Ez=2000V/'cm, and x-2tt/’30B) ,

Number of 
levels in 
system

N=First maximum 
in transition 

probability and 
location in x. 

units
Driving field 
frequency in 
rad/sec Trace

4 ,999652 @ 63 (64x) 30B - 1.19 x 107 4.000 000 8

5 . 999652 @ 63 (64x) 3 0B - 1,19 x 107 5.000 001 7
6 .999652 @ 63 (64x) 30B - 1.19 x 107 6.005 652 3
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The corrected Oka and Shimizu (10) formula was also 
compared with the T(t) calculation .results for the J=l->-tJ=3, 
J=2-»--KT=4, and J=3-*--KT=5 transitions in both multi-level 
CD^CN model systems of four, five, or six levels with 
E (J) =. J (J+l)Bh, and in the "equivalent" three level CD^CN 
model systems. The corrected Oka formula was found to 
closely approximate the T(t) calculation results for the 
"equivalent" three level system, provided that the "systems" 
as "seen" by the corrected Oka formula were as given 
schematically in Figure 8 for the J=3->-KJ=5 transition. The 
remainder of the T(t) calculations, using systems of four, 
five, or six levels, employed the rigid rotor energy levels 
E (J) = J (J+l)Bh, with the lowest state being E (J) =0. As 
Tables 12 and 13 show, the corrected Oka formula closely 
approximates the T(t) calculation results for the equivalent 
three level systems, even when the correct level shift 
factor is included in the driving field frequency. However, 
as Tables 11 and 13 indicate, the corrected Oka formula does 
not yield the correct transition parameters when a larger 
set of rigid rotor basis functions is employed. In partic
ular, for both the J=2-*-hJ=4 transition in a six level 
system, and the J=l-»--KJ=3 transition in five and six level 
systems, there is negligible need for a level shift factor 
to achieve complete resonance. This result is most probably 
due to the level shift interaction between the levels 
directly involved in the transition and the nearest neighbor
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J=5

"A
J=4

J=3

E=30BA

E=2lBf;
E=20Bf;

E12Bf;
"Equivalent" three 
level system

E =18Bf;

Aw

^--* E=9BA
e=8 BA

'Aw

E= 0

System as "seen1 

by corrected 
Oka formula

Figure 8 . The "equivalent" three level system for T(t)
calculations and the same system appropriate for 
use in the corrected Oka formula for the double 
photon transition J=3->-KJ=5.
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Table 11. T (t) calculation results for J=2-*-KJ=4 and J=1-»•->- 

J=3 transitions in CD3 CN'model systems with 
GRID=1000 and no level shift factors in the 
driving field frequency.

Transition
Number

of
levels

N=First maximum in 
transition probability 
and location in x units Trace

J=2-++4 5 . 9 6 4 2 2 0 0 1 6 8  C64T) 4 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 4

J=2^4 6 . 9 9 9 8 8 8 0 1 6 9  ( 6 4 T ) 6 , 0 0 2 7 7 9 0

J=l->->3 4 . 9 5 9 7 2 2 0 116 C64T) 3 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

5 . 9 9 9 7 3 6 0 1 1 9  ( 6 4 T ) 5 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

J=1 ->"-*3 6 . 9 9 9 7 3 6 0 1 1 9  ( 6 4 T ) 6 , 0 0 3 8 3 8 3
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Table 12. Comparison of T(t) calculation results to either 

an Nsin^ (fit) function or the corrected Oka 
formula result for the equivalent three level 
system for J=1->--hJ=3 , J=2->~hT=4, and J=3->--KT=5 
transitions in CD^CN model systems —  All three 
level systems were constructed as indicated in 
Figure 8 . If the source of is a T(t) calcula
tion , has been determined to within a factor 
of 2it/t , where t is the period of the driving 
field frequency. Any level shift factors used 
were calculated from the corrected Oka formula 
for the equivalent three level system. For all 
T (t) calculations, GRID=1000.

Transition
Number

of
levels

Source 
of Q % Error

J=l-»-*3 5 8 .152 X 1 0 6 T(t) 0,13%
J=l++3 3 8.179 X 1 0 6 T(t) 0.08%
J=l-*-*-3 3 8.182 X 1 0 6 Corr. Oka 0.44%
J=l->->3 3 8.154 X 1 0 6 Corr, Oka 0,56%a
J=2->̂ 4 5 8 . 099 X io6 Tit) 0 .2 0 %
J— 2 4 3 7,972 X 1 0  6 Tit) 0 .1 1 %
J=2->->4 3 7,974 X 1 0 6 Corr. Oka 0.57% .
J=2̂ ->4 3 7.957 X 1 0 6 ' Corr „ Oka 0 . 6  0 %a
J=3^5 6 8 . 0 2 1 X 1 0 6 Tit) 0 .2 0 %
J=3^5 3 7.894 X 1 0 6 Tit) 0,08%
J=3^5 3 7.896 X 1 0 6 Corr, Oka 0.44%
J=3->->5' 3. 7,885 X 1 0 6 Corr. Oka 0 ,41%a

aLevel shift factor included in driving field.
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Table 13. Comparison of T(t) calculation results with the 

corrected Oka formula results for the equivalent 
three level system for J=l->-KJ=3, J=2->-KJ=4, and 
j=3->-KT=5 transitions in CD^CN model systems with 
GRID=10 00.

Period of 
transition 

frequency in 
Number of . units
levels in N=First maximum in — ----------
T (t) cal- transition probability Corr.

Transition culation and location in t units T(t) Oka

J=1^3 5 .9997 @ 118(64^) 30284 --

J=1^3 3 .9927 <§'119 (64t) 30184 30173
j=2^4 5 .9642 @ 167(64%) 42674 —  ■
j=2+->-4 3 .9956 @ 169 (64%) 43354 43341
J=3^5 6 . 9668 0 215(64%) 55396 --
J=3^5 3 .9966 0 218(64%) 56292 56273



levels not directly involved in the transition, as indicated '
in Figure 9 for the J=2->~M=4 transition in a six level
CD^CN model system. Apparently, as Table 11 indicates for
the J=l-)-»J=3 transition, only the nearest neighbor levels
are responsible for the level shifts, at least to the degree
of accuracy inherent in the T(t) calculations used in this
paper. Although the level shift factors predicted by the
corrected Oka formula do not apply for a transition in a
multi-level system such as that given in Figure 4, as Table
1 2  indicates, the time-dependent transition probability is

2still very closely approximated by an Nsin (tot) function.
Triple photon absorption rates were calculated for 

J=0̂ -̂ ->J=l and J=0->-̂ ->-J=3 transitions in CD^CN model systems. 
For the J=0->->-»J=l transition in the two level systems 
indicated in Table 17 (p. 56), the T(t) calculation results 
were compared with those predicted by the formula given by 
Shirley (11),

and E, -E /ft = w , with w the driving field frequency. The 
level shift factor that must be added to the driving field 
frequency is

P 2 ^ 2  x 1/2 (IV-6 )

where

ft' 16w
P2 (3w-w^— (3/8)
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Figure 9

J=5 E=3 OB

J=4
3-̂ 4

J=3

J=2
l- > 2

E=2 OB

- E=13B (virtual level) 
—  E=12B

E=6 B

J=1
J=0

E=2B
E=0

Schematic level shift interactions between the 
levels directly involved in a double photon 
transition and the nearest neighbor levels not 
directly involved in the transition '— The level 
shifts are indicated by 3̂ -2, l-»2, 3-̂ 4, and 5->4, 
where 3^4 indicates the level shift in level 4 
due to level 3.
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(yE)ab5w = (1/8)---T -~ —  / (IV-7)
h w

As Tables 14 and 15 indicate, Shirley's (11) formula in
adequately describes the time-dependent transition proba
bility and level shift factor, especially at higher driving 
field intensities. Table 16 lists a sample determination of 
the transition frequency for a triple photon transition.
The effect of neighboring energy levels on the J=0^^^J=1 
transition was determined by performing T(t) calculations on 
three and four level CD^CN model systems. The four level 
systems are those indicated in Table 17 with J=0,1,2,3. The 
three level system is identical to the system (w,Ez) but. 
with J=0,1,2. As Tables 18 and 19 indicate, the level 
shifts and transition frequencies are quite different from 
those obtained for the same transitions in two level model 
systems. For driving fields of high intensity (_> 1000 
watts), Table 18 shows that the time-dependent transition
probability is no longer described with high accuracy by an 

2Nsin (fit) function. A comparison of Tables 10 and 18 shows 
that the J=0>->-KT=l transition "scales" with the same degree 
of accuracy as does the J=0 ->-»-J= 2  double photon transition.
A comparison of the results in Tables 14 and 15 with Table 
18 reveals that while the Shirley formula does not yield 
accurate results for the J=0->->->J=1 transition in four level 
systems, it does yield good order of magnitude estimates for
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Table 14. T (t) calculation results for the J=(H->-KT=l

transition in two level CDgCN model systems —  
The notation (w,E ), (10wz10EZ), and (w,10EZ) is
defined in Table 17. All three model systems 
used CD3 CN dipole moment matrix elements and 
GRID=4000. The per cent error column indicates 
the magnitude of the worst case per cent error 
when the T (t)-derived transition probability 
function was compared with an Nsin^ (fit) function 
for transition probabilities between 0 . 1  and 1 . 0  

over half a cycle of sin (fit) , with fi determined 
from the T(t) calculations as indicated in 
Table 16. In all cases the Trace at the first 
maximum in transition probability was on the 
order of 2 . 0 0 0  0007.

Level shift N=?First maximum in
factor in transition probability

System rad/sec and location from T(t) % Error

(w,Ez) 7 . 7 8 2 X

ID0I—1 . 9 9 9 9 8 6 @ 9 5 ( 2 1 °  x ) 0.32%
tw,Ez) 7 . 7 8 1 X 1 0 6 . 9 9 9 5 3 6 @ 9 5 ( 2 1 0 t )

C10w,10Ez) 7 . 7 8 2 X 1 0 7 . 9 9 9 9 8 6 @ 9 5 ( 2 1 0 t ) --

(lOw,10E ) 7 . 7 8 1 X

I> O
 

1—1 . 9 9 9 5 3 6 @ 95 ( 2 1 0 t ) --

(w, 10Ez) 7 .  6 1 4 X

00 0
 

1 —1 . 9 9 9 9 7 9 @ 103 ( 2 1 0 t )  . 0 . 8 1 %

( W / E z ) 7 . 7 8 4 X

VO0
 

1—1 . 9 9 9 0 0 0 @ 95 C21 0 t ) 0 . 5 7 %

(10w,10Ez) 7 . 7 8 4 X

0
 0 
1—1 . 9 9 9 0 0 0 @ 9 5 ( 2 1 0 t ) --

(w, 1 0 E z ) 7 . 7 8 4 X

CO0I—1 . 9 0 7 7 6 3 @ 1 0 0  (t) . ---
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Table 15. Transition rates for the J = 0 J = 1  transition in 

two level CDgCN model systems —  The T(t) and 
Shirley formula transition frequencies were 
calculated using their respective resonant level 
shift factors included in the driving field 

. frequency. The T (t) transition frequencies were 
computed as indicated in Table 16,

System
.Shirley formula 

transition frequency - 
in rad/sec

T (t) transition 
frequency in 

rad/sec

Cw,Ez) 8.464 X 1 0 4 8 . 461 X 1 0 4

Cw, 10Ez) 8.464 X

1>oI—
1 8 . 2 0 2 X

I>o 1—
1

(lOw, 10Ez) 8.464 X io5 8.461 X io5

Table 16. Sample determination of the transition frequency 
for a triple photon transition -- t is the period 
of the driving field frequency and the transition 
period in this case is '2 (94* 21-*-• t+ (1053/1054) •
2 *t). The transition frequency is then just
the driving field frequency in rad/sec divided by 
the transition period in t units.

' iiTime in 2 x units Transition probability

9 4 • 2 1 1 f  x 

9 5 " 2 1 1 * t 

9 6 ' 2 1 1 ’ t

0, 001053 
0.000001 
0,001135
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Table 17. Explanation of the notation (w,Ez), (w,10EZ), and

(1Ow,1OEz) used in Tables 14, 15, and 18 —  In 
all three cases CDgCN dipole moment matrix 
elements were used.

System
Driving field 
frequency in ■ 

B units Ez in V/cm
Energy 
for J=0

levels 
and J=1

(w,Ez) (2/3)B 2 0 0  . E(J)-J (J £i—i +

(w,10Ez) (2/3)B 2 0 0 0 E(J)=J(J + 1) Bft
ClOw, 10Ez) (2/3) B • 10 2 0 0 0 .E (J)=J (J + DBfjlO



Table 18. Comparison of T(t) calculation results for J=0->~+-KJ=l transitions in
CDgCN model systems of four levels with an Nsin (fit) function -- fi has 
been determined from T(t) calculations as indicated in Table 15.
DE=9.48 9 x 10^ rad/sec and all level shift factors are added to the 
driving field frequency. •

System

Level 
shift 
factor 
in rad/ 
sec

N=First maximum in 
transition probability 
and location from T(t)

Trace at first 
maximum

fi from T(t) 
calculation ,% Error

(w,Ez). ' 0,67DE .999671 @ 123(210t) 4.009 550a 6.536 x 104 0.16%
(lOw,roEz) 6 . 7DE .999671 @ 123(210t) 4.0 09 550a 6.536 x 105 3.2%
Cw, 10E z) 6 6 .ODE .994494 @ 33(4%) 4.000 116 9b 6.343 x 107 0.16%
Cw,iOEz) 67.ODE .915054 @ 33(4%) 4,000 116 8 b 6.449 x 1 0 7 • 2 ,8 8 %

aGRID=1000.
bGRID=2000,



Table 19. T(t) calculation results for the J=0->-̂ -KT=l transition in a three level 
(J=0 ,-T, 2) GDgCN model system and a four level (J=0,1,2,3) CD3 CN model 
system (the level shift factor was 0.67DE and time sampling increments 
of were employed in all cases) .

Three level system Four level system

GRID
N=First maximum in 

transition probability 
and location

Trace 
at first 
maximum

N=First maximum in Trace 
transition probability at first 

and location maximum

1 0 0 0 . 9 9 9 6 3 9 @ 1 2 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 3 . 0 0 4 . 9 9 9 6 7 1 § 1 2 3 ( 2 1 0 t ) 4 . 0 0 9 6

2 0 0 0 . 9 9 8 7 3 9 @ 1 2 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 3 . 0 0 0 4 . 9 9 8  7 7 0 @ 1 2 3 ( 2 1 °  t ) 4 . 0 0 1

3 0 0 0 . 9 9 8 6 5 5 @ 1 2 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 3 . 0 0 0 1 . 9 9 8 6 8 5 @ 12 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 4 . 0 0 0 3

6 0 0  0 , 9 9 8 6 2 3 @ 1 2 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 2 . 9 9 9  98 . 9 9 8 6 5 3 @ 1 2 3  ( 2 1 0 t ) 3 . 9 9 9  99



the transition frequencies and level shift factors in the
model systems denoted by (w,Ez), (w,10Ez), and (10w,10Ez).
The results displayed in Table 19 indicate that to a very
high degree of accuracy the J=3 level has negligible effect
on both the net level shift factor and the transition rate
for the J = 0 J ^ l  transition. Hence, as for double photon
transitions, only the nearest neighbor levels produce a
detectable level shift.

Results of the T(t) calculation of the transition
rate for the J=0->--̂ -KJ=3 transition are given in Table 20.
The four level system used for this transition is identical
to the system denoted (W,Ez) and used in the J=0->-->--KT=l
transition rate calculations > but with w=̂ 4B. In addition to
comparing the triple photon transition probability to an 

2Nsin (fit) function, attempts were made to fit the transition 
probability magnitude as a function of driving field 
frequency to the lineshape function

£(w) = N = ---(AW-{2-)---- -y , (IV-8 )
(w-w ) +(Aw/2) o

for both the J=0 ->̂ ->J=l transition in the four level system 
(w, 10Ez) and the J = 0 J =  3 transition in the four level 
system (w,E ) . For the J=0->-->~KT=3 transition, Aw/2 was 
computed using the relation



Table 20. Comparison of T(t) calculation results for the J=Q-»-->--*-J=3 transition in 
the CD3 CN model system of four levels with a Nsin (fit) function -- fi has 
been determined from the T(t) calculations as indicated in Table 15, 
DE=9. 48 9 x 10® rad/sec, the time sampling increments were 2̂ -̂ t, all
level
GRID=

shift factors were added 
1 0 0 0 .

to the driving field frequency, and

Level shift 
factor in 
rad/sec

N=first maximum in 
transition probability 
and location in time

Trace at first 
maximum fi from T(t) % Error

0.047DE 14.991364 @ 100(2 t) 4.000 068 1 2.968 x 1 0 4 0.3 2%
0.046DE , 751819 0 8 8  (214t) 4.000 058 6 3.406 x 104 0. 91.%



with wo=4B + 0.0472DE. Table 21 displays some of the data
points used to calculate . Aw/2. The average value of Aw/2

4was found to be 1.971 x 10 rad/sec. ± 3%, where ±3%
indicates the worst case deviation from the average value
over the frequency range w=4B + 0.04ODE to w=4B + 0.052DE.
For the J = 0 J ^ l  transition Equation (IV-9) was again used,
with w = (2/3)B + 65.7DE. The resulting average value of o
Aw/2 had worst case deviations of +17% and -27% over the 
range indicated in Table 22, which displays a few of the 
data points used. An attempt was made to secure a more 
accurate value of w0  for this transition by writing 
Equation (IV-9) as

p p oP 5J- <w2-w0 ) - (Aw/2) = ( W ^ )

and solving for w q , with the data points (N^,w^) and 
(NgfWg) bracketing the apparent resonance frequency' wq such 
that . Six such pairs of points were used to
calculate six different values of wQ, with the average value 
corresponding to w q  = (2/3)B + 115.8DE. Hence, the transi
tion probability function for the J=0 -̂>->J=l transition in a
four level system cannot be described in the time domain by 

2a sin (fit) function or in the frequency by a Lorentzian, if 
high intensity driving fields are used.

It should be noted that both the two level and four 
level systems denoted (w+E^) scale quite accurately, as
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Table 21. Some of the T (t)-derived data points used to fit 

the transition probability amplitude for the 
J ^ O J =  3 transition to Equation (IV-8 ) (Wq =
4B + 0.0472DE, w = 4B, and DE = 9.489 x 1 0 % rad/ 
sec) .

Driving field 
frequency

N=first maximum in 
transition probability w/ 2

w + 0.04 ODE .0769 1.972 X 1 0 4

w + 0.045DE .472732 1.977 X io4
w + 0,0465DE . 899766 1.990 X QH

w + 0.047DE .991354 2.032 X oi—
1

w + 0,0 47 5DE .978462 1.919 X o 
. 

1—
1

w + 0.052DE .157150 1.967 X o 1—
1

Table 22. Some of the T (t)^derived data points used to fit 
the transition probability amplitude for the 
J = 0 J = 1  transition to Equation (IV-8 ) (w_ =
(2/3)B + 65.7DE, w = (2/3)B, and DE = 9.489 x 106  

rad/sec).

Driving field 
frequency

N=first maximum in 
transition probability w/ 2

w + 58DE .326311 5.085 x io7
W + 65.6DE .999616 4.842 x 1 0 7

w + 65.7DE .999845 — —
w + 65.8DE .999063 3.099 x io7
w + 7 4DE .158690 3,421 x io7



Tables 14 and 18 indicate for the systems denoted (w,Ez) and 
(lOW/lOE^). In essence, scaling the driving field fre
quency, energy levels, and field amplitude by a factor of 
ten produces a factor of ten increase in the transition 
frequency. The fact that the system (w,Ez) scales exactly 
to (10W,10Ez) indicates that the computer program used to 
generate the T(t) results works properly, as can be 
verified by examination of Equation (11-24),



CHAPTER V

MULTIPLE RESONANCE ABSORPTION IN CD.CN 
MODEL SYSTEMS

It was noted in the previous chapter that the 
corrected Oka and Shimizu (10) formula began to break down 
as the intermediate (J=l) level approached 3B in the three 
level CD^CN model system with E(J=0)=0, E(J=2)=6Bft and a 
driving field frequency of w=3B. In this chapter T(t) 
calculation results will be given for various intermediate 
level locations over the range 2.90Bft to 3.10Bh• In 
addition, T(t) results will be given for a model system of 
five equally spaced levels with energy spacings of 6 Bft, a 
driving field frequency w=6 B, and CD^CN dipole moment matrix 
elements.

Table 23 displays the T(t) calculation results using
the three level system and compares the single photon transi-

2tion probabilities with a Nsin (fit) function. Table 23 also 
displays the results predicted by the Rabi formula for the 
J=0->J=1 single photon transition. The transition probabili
ties for E(J=l)^3Bft for the double photon J=0->-M=2 transition 
appeared to be modulated by the transition probability 
function for the J=0-tT=l single photon transition, as Figure 
10 indicates for the intermediate level located at 2.95Bft. 
Strictly speaking, for E (J=1) = 3Bft the J=0->~>J=2 transition
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Table 23 ms with the intermediate level, J=l,T(t) calculation results for three level CDgCN model syste 

shifted over the range indicated -- In all cases w=3B. Th 
magnitude of the per cent error when the T(t) calculated t 
single photon transition is compared with a N s i n ^ (fit) func 
between 0.1 and N over half a cycle of the transition frequency. is obtained from the T(t)
calculation.

e per cent error column indicates the 
ransition probability for the J=0-KJ=1 
tion for transition probabilities

Inter
mediate 
level in 
B units

N-first maximum N for the
i N=first maximum in predicted by N for the J=1->J=2 
probability for Rabi formula J-1 =2 . transition

J=;0^-J=1 transition for J=0-*J=1 transition from Rabi
from T (t) transition from T(.t) formula

% Error ]N'=first maximum 
for in transition

J=0~hJ=1 
transi
tion

probability for 
J=0->->-J=2 
transition

Period of transition frequency 
for b^O-hl-l in T .units

Rabi formula T(.t)

2.90 0.0757 @ 14T 0.0092 @ 5T .0564 @ 141 .0074 @ 51 ----- .9900 @ 4191 56 j 20
2.95 0.2135 @ 24T 0.036 @ lot ,1644 @ 241 .029 @ 101 4.56% .9824 @ 2371 94 j 39
2.975 0.3973 @ 32T 0.130 @ 19T .3111 @ 321 .107 @ 191- 0.31% .9724 @ 1301 130 |

S '
75

3.00 0.5554 @ 39T 1.0 § 511 u 4443 @ 391 T.O @ 581 1.66% .9876 @ 771 154 207
3.025 0.3888 @ 32T 0.130 @ 19T .3178 @ 321 .107 @ 191 2.69% .9707 @ 1301 1 3 0; 75
3.05 .. 0.2054 @ 24T 0.036 @ 10T .1708 @ 241 .029 @ 101 — .9784 @ 2371 95 39
3,10 0.0705 @ 14T 0.0092 @ 51 1 .0605 @ 141 .0074 @ 51 — — .9824 @ 4191 56 I 20
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cannot be described either as a pure double photon transi
tion or a pure double resonance transition, but rather as a 
mixture or hybrid of both. For the intermediate level
located exactly at 3Bft, the J=0-KJ=2 double resonance transi-

2tion probability could not be accurately fit to a Nsin (fit) 
function, even though it does not appear to be modulated by 
the J=0-hT=1 single photon transition probability function, 
as Figure 11 indicates. The increase in the J=0-»J=1 single 
photon transition rate, indicated in Table 2 3 by a compari
son of the Rabi formula predictions with the T(t) results, 
can be attributed in part to the small energy separation 
between the existing intermediate level and the required 
virtual level, combined with a "bootstrap" effect provided 
by the double photon resonance. A similar increase in the 
J=l-M=2 single photon transition rate was also observed. In 
essence, these increases appear to indicate that both the 
double and single photon transition rates benefit from a 
nearly resonant intermediate level and that the single and 
double photon processes act cooperatively. This double 
quantum resonance enhancement has also been predicted by 
Roberts and Fortson (7) in the context of high-resolution 
double quantum laser spectroscopy.

Table 24 and Figures 12 and 13 display the T(t) 
results for the model system of five equally spaced levels 
illustrated in Figure 5 and the manifold of transitions 
Ê -KE-jy E^^Eg, E^-KEg, E^->E^, and Ê -E,- for which the sum of
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Table 24. Locations and values of first maxima in transition probability for the 
manifold of transitions and Ej-tÊ  for the model
system of five equally spaced energy levels with CDgCN dipole moment 
. matrix elements. .

Transition First maximum
Transition probability 

at 242% First minimum

V E 2
.570748 @ 79t .095579 .000034 @ 170%

Er E3 ,472522 @ 127% .007394 .000001 @ 227%

El-E4 ■ .365092 @ 165% .000048 .000048 @ 242%

El"E5 ,896003 @ 242% .896003 .000001 @ 362%

For times t 1000 , Trace £ 5.000 000 4 and the sum of the transition 
probabilities for the manifold of transitions Eq-tEq ,£2 , Eg , £ 5  was within the 
limits .999 999 6 to 1,000 000 4.
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Figure 12. Time-dependent transition probabilities for the E1-̂ E2 (curve with
first maximum) and E-^Eg transitions in a model system with five
equally spaced levels.
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the transition probabilities at any specified time t must
equal unity. Table 2 3 shows that the first maximum in the
transition probability for the Ê -KE,- transition results from
a step-wise build up in probability that appears to "flow"
through first the transition, then through the E-̂ -tÊ
transition, then the Ê -fÊ  transition, and finally crests at
the E-̂-KE,- transition, which then rapidly drops to zero. It
should be noted that the E-̂-fE,- transition probability drops
to the first minimum in a time significantly shorter than
that required to reach the first maximum. Calculations for
analogous model systems of four and six equally spaced
levels with AE=6Bft were also performed, yielding results
quite similar to those for the five level system. In the
model four level system the first maximum in the transition
probability for the Ê -KÊ  transition was .94 01, while in the
model six level system the first maximum in the transition
probability for the En ->E transition was . 8551. Hence, as_L o
the number of equally spaced levels is increased, the first 
maximum in the transition probability for the highest order 
multiple photon transition decreases in magnitude.



CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Although the time evolution operator technique 
employed in this paper does not yield analytic expressions 
for time-dependent transition probabilities for two or three 
photon absorption, it is nevertheless a highly accurate 
method for testing the validity of previously derived 
theoretical expressions. In addition, it can provide high 
accuracy estimates of transition frequencies in systems that 
can only be treated approximately by the cumbersome technique 
of time-dependent perturbation theory, provided the driving 
field is periodic in times short compared with the transi
tion frequency so that the relation T(nr) = (T(x))n can be 
applied effectively.

It was demonstrated in Chapter IV that for double 
photon transitions of the general form illustrated in Figure 
1, the expression given by Oka and Shimizu (10) for the 
time-dependent transition probability is incorrect due to a 
sign error in the expression for the net level shift factor. 
Although the corrected Oka formula was found to fit the time 
evolution operator calculations for three level systems to 
a very high degree of accuracy, it should be noted that even 
the corrected Oka formula applies rigorously only to a pure
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three level system. For double photon transitions in 
systems of four or more levels, the level shift factors were 
found to interact in a complex manner. In particular, if 
the three levels directly involved in the transition, such 
as those in Figure 1, are sandwiched between lower and 
higher energy levels, the net level shift factor is very 
small, as the results of Table 11 indicate. In addition, 
only the nearest neighbor energy levels above and below the 
three levels directly involved in the transition appear to 
have a significant effect on the net level shift factor, as 
Table 11 again indicates. The net level shift factor need 
not be positive, as Table 8 indicates for the J=0^-yJ=2 double 
photon transition in CD'̂ CN rigid rotor model systems of 
four, five, and six levels. Table 8 also gives further 
evidence in support of the assertion that only the nearest 
neighbor levels above or below the three levels directly 
involved in the double photon transition appear to have a 
significant effect on the net level shift factor. In 
essence, only a five level system is needed to completely 
describe a two photon transition of the type illustrated in 
Figure 9, provided the additional two levels are located 
such that one is above level e and one is below level c, and 
assuming that the initial state for the double photon transi
tion is not the ground state. If the initial state is the 
ground state, only a four level system is required, as 
Table 8 indicates. The results in Table 8 imply that the
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double photon resonance frequency measured by Oka and 
Shimizu (10) for the J=0-»-»-J=2 transition is slightly less 
than (l/2)wo = 3B, while Table 11 indicates that for double 
photon transitions of the type J=l->--KT=3, J=:2̂ ->J=4, etc. the 
net level shift factor would be small and difficult to 
observe experimentally.

Although the corrected Oka formula is accurate only 
in a three level model system, the results of Chapter IV 
indicate that even if a model system of more than three 
levels is used, the corrected Oka formula will yield 
estimates of the transition frequency that are accurate to 
better than two per cent, provided the system "seen" by the 
corrected Oka formula is treated as a three level system 
such as indicated in Figure 2.. Additionally, the above 
discussion indicates that unless the initial state for the 
double photon transition is the ground state, the net level 
shift contribution to the resonance frequency will be 
negligible. The primary source of error in using the 
corrected Oka formula for systems of four or more levels 
appears to be the net level shift factor, which in turn 
determines the exact double photon resonance frequency.

The results given in Chapter IV for triple photon 
transitions indicate that the relation given by Shirley (11) 
for the triple photon transition probability function.in model 
two level systems is inadequate for high intensity driving 
fields. For moderate driving field intensities, Shirley's



relation is reasonably accurate in predicting the correct
transition frequency and net level shift factor. Shirley's
relation cannot be expected to work accurately for triple
photon transitions between two adjacent levels when the model
model system contains more than the two levels directly
involved in the transition. As in the two photon case, the
level shift interactions become complex when model systems
having an excess of energy levels are used. For the
J=1 transition in the four level CD^CN model systems denoted
(w,Ez), (w,10Ez), and (lOwqlOE^) the net level shift factors
are somewhat smaller than in the equivalent two level
systems, indicating that the effect of the J=2 level is to
"push" the J=1 level down slightly. In addition, the J=3
level appears to have a negligible effect on the J=0->~>--KJ=l
transition, as Table 19 indicates. Hence, as in the two
photon case, only the nearest neighbor levels produce , .
detectable level shifts for any given level. It should also
be noted that for high intensity driving fields in systems
having an excess of levels, the transition probability

2function is no longer accurately described by a sin (fit)
function, as the results for the four level CD^CN model
system denoted (w, 10E ) indicate. In addition, the l.ine-z
shape function for this model system could not be fit to a 
Lorentzian, although the lineshape function for the J=0 
J=3 transition in a four level system could be fit to a 
Lorentzian. Hence, Shirley's formula yields at best order



of magnitude estimates for triple photon transition fre
quencies and net level shift factors.

The results in both Chapters IV and V indicate that 
the corrected Oka and Shimizu (10) formula loses accuracy 
as the energy separation between either the initial and 
intermediate levels or the intermediate and final levels 
approaches the energy of the photons of the driving field.
If this energy separation equals ftw, the transition corre
sponds to a double resonance or cascade absorption. The 
results in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate that for the 
energy separation different from ftw by as much as ±10%, the 
corrected Oka formula begins to noticeably decay in accuracy 
For an energy separation different from ftw by ±3.33% or less 
corresponding to shifting the intermediate level over the 
range 2.OOBft to 3.lOBft, the single photon transition 
probabilities become detectably higher than those predicted 
by the Rabi formula, as Table 23 indicates. By considering 
the product

(Peak Probability Amplitude from T(t)))____  .
(Peak Probability Amplitude from Rabi formula

_____ (Transition.frequency from T(t))
(Transition frequency from Rabi formula)

an estimate can be obtained of the increased single photon 
transition rate in the double photon system with an energy 
separation within ±3.33% or less of hw - Using the results 
from Table 23, this product can be seen to be between 1.5



and 2.9 for an energy separation in the range 2.90Bft to
3. lOBft, but where the energy separation 'does not exactly 
equal ftw. As stated in Chapter V, these increases appear to 
indicate that both the single and double photon transition 
rates benefit from a nearly resonant intermediate level, 
and that the single and double photon processes act co
operatively. If such a system were observed experimentally, 
it would be difficult to distinguish between single and 
double photon absorption, were it not for the much narrower 
absorption bandwidth associated with double photon transi
tions .

For multiple resonance transitions in systems of 
four or more equally spaced levels, the most important 
feature of both the single and multiple photon transition 
probability functions is the total lack of periodicity. The 
results given in Chapter V for the model system of five 
equally spaced levels indicate that after the first peak in 
the transition probability for the four photon, quadruple 
resonance transition there is no discernible pattern to any 
one transition, including single photon transitions. For 
double photon transitions in three level CD^CN model systems 
with equally spaced levels, such as the model CD^CN system 
with the intermediate (J=l) level shifted over the range 
2.90Bft to 3.lOBh/ both the single and double photon transi
tion probability functions were periodic in time, even
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though the double photon probability function could not be 

2fit to a Nsin (f2t) function.
Although double photon transitions have been 

observed in the microwave region (10) and in the visible 
region using pico-second, mode-locked laser pulses and dye 
absorbers with inherently large absorption bandwidths, it 
is useful to consider the power and frequency stability of 
a radiation source if double or triple photon absorption is 
to be detected experimentally. In the microwave, double 
resonance techniques (10) have proved quite useful in the 
detection of inherently weak double photon transitions. 
Double resonance detection of two or three photon absorption 
processes places two strong restrictions on the absorbing 
atomic or molecular system.. The first is that the two or 
three quantum transition frequency or rate cannot be 
drastically smaller than the Rabi formula transition fre
quency for the single photon transition used to monitor the 
two or three quantum absorption. This monitoring radiation 
is generally weak compared with the intensity of the radia
tion field used to "pump" the multiple photon absorption. 
Secondly, the spontaneous emission rate out of the final 
state of the two or three quantum transition cannot exceed 
the multiple photon transition rate into the excited state. 
These two requirements limit the utility of double resonance 
techniques in the infrared and visible spectral regions, as 
Table 2 5 indicates. Table 2 5 lists the approximate



Cable 25. Approximate transition frequencies for single, double, and 
frequencies and intensities for an atomic or molecular sys 
is approximately 12 0 watts/cm^cW, equivalent to 1 statvolt 
and v = 2,8 x 10 Hz correspond to the frequencies of a CO

8 0

triple photon transitions, plus the spontaneo 
tern with a transition dipole of one Debye -- 
/cm. For double photon transitions ]_ic£ = ]_i£e 
2 laser and a Nd:glass laser respectively.

us emission rate, for various driving field 
Unless specified, the driving field intensity 
= 1 Debye. The frequencies v = 2. x 1013H z

riving field '
frequency 10 Hz 10 Ha 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz

= 10 statvolts/cm or 12kW pcjiwer/cm^ E^ = 100 statvolts/cm or 1 . 2Mwatts power/cm
14 15 13 14 ; 14 13 145 x 10 Hz 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz 5 x 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz 2.8 x 10 Hz 5 x 1014

pontaneous 
mission rate

ingle photon
ransition
requency

ouble photon
ransition
requency
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ransition
requency

1.3 (10
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transition frequencies for single, double, and triple photon 
transitions, plus the spontaneous emission rate, for various 
driving field frequencies and intensities for an atomic or 
molecular system with a transition dipole of one Debye. The 
double photon transition is assumed to be of the type given 
in Figure 1, with = y^e = 1 Debye. The double and
triple photon transitions are assumed to be completely 
resonant, including level shift factors, with Equation (IV-5) 
used for the double photon transition and Shirley's (11) 
relation for the triple photon transition. In using (IV-5), 
Aw was taken to be the same as the driving field frequency. 
The Rabi formula was used for the single photon transition.

An alternate technique for both the detection and 
application of multiple quantum transitions is that of 
pumping a double or triple photon transition in conjunction 
with monitoring the resultant fluorescence from the excited 
state. The only serious limitation of this techique is the 
absorption bandwidth of double photon, and especially ,triple 
photon, processes. An examination of Equations (IV-5) and 
(IV-6) reveals that for double and triple photon processes 
the absorption linewidth has a HWHM equal to the transition 
frequency of the completely resonant (including level shift 
factors) system. Hence, the transition frequencies listed 
in Table 25 for double and triple photon absorption indicate 
the natural absorption linewidth in the absence of pressure 
and Doppler broadening. Table 25 indicates that for cw



laser sources, the double photon natural linewidths are too 
narrow for state-of-the-art frequency stabilized laser 
oscillators with frequency stabilities on the order of one

gpart in 10 . Tunable, frequency stabilized, cw lasers can 
be successfully used, .however, as indicated by the atomic ' 
beam technique of Pritchard, Apt, and Ducas (3) which 
utilized a laser frequency scanning rate of 400 MHz/sec.
For triple photon absorption the bandwidths in the infrared 
and visible are simply too small. if pulsed lasers with 
peak field amplitudes approaching 10 0 statvolts/cm (equiva
lent to about 1.2 Mwatts peak power) are used, the double 
photon absorption linewidths are on the order of 1-10 MHz. 
For triple photon absorption, the absorption bandwidths 
remain too small even at 1.2 Mwatts, except perhaps in the 
infrared. This technique for double photon absorption has 
recently been applied to atomic laser spectroscopy with 
considerable success. By using oppositely directed beams 
from a pulsed dye laser, Bloembergen and co-workers (4, 5) 
have been able to pump two quantum transitions while 
avoiding the problem of Doppler broadening in the double 
photon resonance line. The dye laser was tuned with an 
intracavity etalon, while the fluorescence from the excited

Istate was monitored. The ultimate frequency sensitivity of 
such a technique is limited by the frequency stability of 
the laser (on the order of 20 MHz) and the natural line- 
width of the excited state.
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In summary, the results of the time evolution 

operator calculations given in this paper have been useful 
in several areas of the theory of multiple photon absorp
tion. Oka and Shimizu's (10) formula has been corrected, 
with the corrected formula yielding results in excellent 
agreement with those from the time evolution operator cal
culations for model three level systems. The corrected Oka 
formula, as expected, is inadequate as the intermediate 
level, labeled d by Oka, approaches a location exactly in 
between the initial and final states of the double photon 
transition. For the intermediate level located such that 
| - Ec | was within 3.33% or less of ftw, the energy of the 
photons of the radiation field, the single photon transition 
probability was significantly higher than predicted by the 
Rabi formula. In essence, both the corrected Oka formula 
for double photon absorption and the Rabi formula for single 
photon absorption yield inaccurate predictions under these 
conditions. The corrected Oka formula was also found to be 
inadequate in model systems having additional neighboring 
energy levels' adjacent to the three levels directly involved 
in the two photon transition. The inaccuracy of the 
corrected Oka formula in this case was primarily the result 
of the complex level shift interactions between the three 
levels directly involved in the transition and the nearest 
neighbor levels not directly involved in the transition. 
Hence, a three level model system is not sufficient to
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completely determine the resonance frequency of a two photon 
transition as a function of the applied driving field. It 
should be noted, however, that if the three levels directly 
involved in the double photon transition are sandwiched 
between lower and higher energy levels, the net level shift 
factor is very small, assuming that the four transition 
dipoles appropriate to the five levels are essentially equal. 
For triple photon transitions between adjacent energy 
levels, the level shift contributions from neighboring 
levels not directly involved in the transition are even more 
important than in two photon transitions in determining the 
correct resonance frequency as a function of the applied 
field. For this reason Shirley's (11) formula cannot be 
applied with reasonable accuracy to calculations of triple 
photon transition frequencies or exact resonance frequencies. 
In addition, Shirley's formula is inadequate for high 
driving field intensities. Since the natural absorption 
linewidth of multiple photon transitions decreases with the 
number of simultaneously absorbed photons, the level shift 
interactions mentioned above cannot be ignored.

Finally, it can be concluded by examination of the 
single photon (Table 26), double photon (Tables 8 and 11), 
and triple photon (Table 19) results that in general only 
the nearest neighbor energy levels are responsible for the 
net level shift experienced by any given level for a general 
single, double, or triple photon transition.



Table 26. T (t) calculation results for the J=0̂ -J=1 single photon transition in 
- CD3ON model systems of two, three, and four (J=0,1,2,3) levels —  For 
the system denoted (WyE^/lO), Ez = (2/3)(1/10) statvolts/cm.. For the 
three level system J=0,I, and 2.

Two levels Three levels Four levels

System
N=first maximum 
in probability

N=first maximum 
in probability

N-first maximum 
in probability

CwfEz) .999393 @ 34t ,999442 0 34% .999442 0 34%
(w,Ez)a ,999454 0 34t .9 9947 6 0 3 4% .999476 0 34%
(w,Ez/10) .999998 0 345% .999999 0 345% .999999 0 345%
Cw,Ez/10)a ,999999 0 345% , 999999 0 345%' . 999999 0 345%

^Denotes use of Bloch-Siegert shift in driving field frequency.



APPENDIX A

MECHANICS OF COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

The CD^CN dipole moment matrix elements on the 
manifold are found from the relation (14)

yz = y<{) (J, J' ) (J> (JK, J'K) <() (JM, J 'M)

where y is the total dipole moment of the molecule (3. 
Debyes), and for J-KJ1 = J+l transitions,

(j)(j-,j') = —  — ... 1--   

Hence,

4 (J+l)((2J+l)(2J+3))1/2 

<|>a = 2 ( (J+l) 2-K2) ly/2 = 2 (J+l) 

(j)z - 2 ( (J+l) 2-M2)1/2 = 2 (J+l)

y2 = y  > +-V .. ,
((2J+1)(2J+3)) 7 

for J1 = J+l and K^M-O. For J->J1 = J-l,

<j)(J,J') =.---- ^ --- 1724J(4J -1)

(J)a = 2 (J2-K2) l/'2 = 2 J

)z = 2 (J2-M2) 1//2 = 2 J,
and

J

86

K=M=0

(A-l) 

92

(A-2)

(A-3)



Thus,

(y01)'z = (ylQ)z

(y2l)z ŷ12̂  z

(y32^z (y23^z

lV(3) 1/2

1/2

1/2

Since the zero index creates havoc with computers, the 
rotational energy levels are labeled one(J=0), two(J=l), 
... , and the dipole moment matrix elements as

1/2
( v 1 2 ) z =  ( y 2 1 ) z =  y / ( 3 )

(lJ3 2 ) z =  ( y 2 3 ) z =  2 y / .( 1 5 )

( y 3 4 ) z =  ^ 4 3 ) z =  3 y / ( 3 5 )

1/2

1/2

Equation (II-8) can now be used to generate (t) for a 
completely general four level system. The Hamiltonian for 
a general four level system is

Ho =

/

i—1 0 0 0

0 E 2 0 0

0 0 E 3
0

0 0 0 E 4

=  n

i—1 
H 0 0 0

0 I2 0 0
0 0 I3 0

V 0 0 X

while the dipole moment matrix is
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Since E^/% = I1, = I2, etc..

exp(iHot/^)

f exp(i 
0 
0

e x p f i i g t )  0

0 exp(il3t)

0 0

0
0
0

\

0 0

and V^(t) for a general four level system interacting with 
a radiation field in the dipole approximation is 

Vj(t) = -E sin (wt) X

(A-4)
If a second order calculation is to be performed using the 
iterative process based on Equation (11-24), V-j. (t) and

In order to avoid direct manipulation of complex 
algebra by the computer, Equation (11-2 3) is written as

U (t+ 6) = (1+ ( S/ift) (t)'U (t)

= (VR(t) + iVC(t))(UIR1(t) + iUICl(t)),,
(A-5)

2(Vj(t)) can be obtained from Equation (A-4).



where
VR(t) = Re (1 + (<S/î )VI (t) ) (A-6a)

VC (t) = Im (1 + (6/ift) V-j. (t) ) (A-6b)

UIRl = Re (U(t)) (A-6c)

UIC1 = Ira (U(t) ) . (A-6d)

It is important to note that VR is composed of the sum of 
an identity matrix and the real part of the matrix given by 
(6/ift) V̂. (t) . In a similar manner Equation (11-24) can be 
decomposed into real and imaginary parts using the same 
matrices as in Equations (A-6) for labeling convenience.

The iterative process for either/the first or 
second order calculations now takes the form

U (n<5) = (VR( (n-1) 6) + (iVC ( (n-1) 6 ) ) (UIRl ( (n-1) 6 )

+ iUICl((n-1)6))

= UIRl (n<5) + iUICl (n5) (A-̂ V)

with a similar decomposition into real and imaginary parts 
being used for each 6 time increment until U (t ) has been 
generated. Equation (11-10), with t = 0, can now be used 
to generate T(t), where

T ( t) = USR(t) + iUSC (t ) .. (A-8)

To generate T (t1 =2ITIt) , the matrix multiplication takes the
form
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T(2t) = (T(t ))2

= (USR(t) • USR(t) - use(T) • use(l))

+ i(USC(x) • USR(t) + USR(t) • use(t)

= USR(2x) + iUSC(2x) . (A-9)

In a similar manner, T(t') is multiplied out in 2mr time 
increments, with the transition probability at each time

t = q (2niT) , q = 1,2, 3,4,

given by

<a|T(t=q-2mT)|b>|2 = (USR(a,b))2 + (USC(a,b))2,
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PROGRAM QOSC(IhPUTtOUTPUT)
DIMENSION UIC1 (3, 3) , LIC2 (3, 3 ) , L'IRU 3,3) , UIR2 (3, 3) , VR (3,3)
DIMENSION VC(3,3),C(3,3),S(3,3),USRt3,:$) , USC ( 3 , 3 ) , US R1 (3 , 3 ) 
DIMENSION USR2(3,3>,USC1 U ,3>,LSC2(3,3),U13(1000),U31(1000>

C CALCULATION FOR THREE LEVEL RIGID ROTOR MODEL SYSTEM 
C F 1 - E (J? 1) - E ( J = 0 ) = 2 Q 
C F2=E(J=2I-£(J=1)=^B 
C F3=E<J=2)=6D
C F/* = Z-COMPONENT OF (DIPOLE MOMENT) X (FIELD AMPLITUDE) FOR J = 2, J = 1 
C  F6=Z-CCMPCNENT OF(CIPOLE MOMENT)X (FI ELD AMPLITUDE) FOR J = 0,J=1 
C W =DRIVING FIELD FREQUENCY 

IA=250 
N=3
Fl=9„ a74566064E<-10 
F2=l,974913213E+11 
F3=2e962369619E^il 
F4=l« 350 4 64856£-*18 
F6=i. 50986548'E-ia 
W=lo 481184910E+11 
DE=9o489461321E+6 
GRI0=10 0 0
TAU=(2o v 1415 92 65)/W 
DT=TAU/GRID

C F5,F7,8,9,10, 11,12 ARE NUMERICAL FACTORS RELATED TO THE MULTIPLICATIVE 
C FACTORS IN EQUATION 11-24 

F5 = DT/ i 1 • 0S459 2E-27)
F'7= (F5*OT) /2.
F8=(F5»»2)/2o 
F9=F4^F6 
F10=-(F6V^2)^F8 
F12=-(F4**2)»Ffi 
F11-F104-F12

C SET ALL MATRIX.ELEMENTS TO ZERO. VR,VC,UIR1,UIC1,USR,AND USC DEFINED IN 
C APPENDIX A.

DO 1 1=1,N 
DO 1 J=1 , N 
UIC1(I,J)=0.
UIC2(I,J)=Co 
UIR1(I,J)=0.
U IR2.( I, J ) = 0 a 
VR(I,J)=0.
VC(I,J)=0.
C(I,J)=0.
USR (I,, J) =0 o 
USC(I,J)=0.
U SRI(I,J> = 0.
USR 2(I,J ) = 0,
USC1(I,J ) = 0.
USC2(T,J)=0o 

i S (ItJ) = 0.
DO 3 1 = 1,N 

3 UIR1(I,I)=1.
C START ITERATIVE PROCESS BASED ON EQUATION 11-24. ONLY NGNrZERO MATRIX 
C ELEMENTS NEED BE CCMPUTED.

DO 20 L = 1,1000 
T = 0 . +• (L-l ) *DT
VC(213> = -F4^SIN(W^T)»C0S(F2^T)»F5
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VC(3,2)=VC(2,3)
VC(1,2)=-F6»SIN(W*T)*C0S(F1*T)*F5 
VC(2,1)=VC(1,2 I
VR(2,3)=-Fi«t‘SlK(W*T)*SlN(F2»i)*F5 
VR(3,2)=-VR(2,3)
VR(2,1)=F6*SIN(W*!)»SIN(F1*T)*F5
VR(i,2l=-VR(2,1) . .

' VR(1,1)^1.tFiO*((SIN(W*T>)**2)
VR(,2,2) = l.tFll*< tSIN(W*Tl )*»2)
VR(3,3) = 1.+F12,'((SIN(W»T))*^2)
VC(2,3)=VC<2,3)-W*C0S(W*T>*C0S (F2*T) ,'F4»F7t 

1F2*SIN ( W*T I eSIN'(F2,T) VF4*F7 
VC(3i2 I=VC (2,3 )
VC<1,2>=VC(1,2>-W*C0S<W*T)»COS(F1*T)»F6*F7+

1F1VSIM (M^TI *SIh'(Fi*T) *F6*F7 
VC(2,1)=VC(1,2)
VR(2, 3)=VR(2,3 )-H*C0S(H*T)■«LSIN(F2*T^ *F4»F7- 

lF2*SIN(H»n VC0S(F2*T)*F4*F7 
V R (3,2)=-VR(2,3)
VR(2,i)=VR(2,1>+W*COS(H*T)VSIN(F1*T)VF6»F7+ 

1F1*SIN(H»LT)’-C0S(F1*T)*F6*F7 
VR(1,2)=-VR(2,1)
VR(1,3)--F8*F9*((SIN(W*T))**2)*C0S(F3*T)
VR(3,1)=VR(1,3)
VC (1, 3) = F81,F9V (( SIN(W*T) ) ¥*2) VSIN(F3’,T)
V C (3,1)=-VC <1,31 

C UIR2 AND UIC2 DEFINE U OPERATOR AT TIME L*OT 
DO 25 1=1,N 
DO 25 J=1,N 
DO 25 K=1,N
U I R 2 ( I , J )  = U I R2  ( I , J ) * ( ( V R ( I , K ) V L I R 1 ( K , J ) ) - ( V C ( I , K ) , U I C 1 ( K , J ) ) > 

25 U I C 2  < I , J > = 'U IC2 ( I , J )  M  ( VR(  I , K )  *11101 < K , J )  H-  (VC ( I  , K > * U I R 1  (K,  J U l  
DO 30 1 = 1 , N 
DO 30 J = 1 , N  
U IC 1  ( I , J )  = U I C 2 ( I , J )
UIR1(I,J)=UIR2(I,J)
UIR2(I ,J )=0.

30 UIC2(I,J )=0.
20 CONTINUE

C TRANSFORM TO SCHROEDINGER REP. USR AND USC SPECIFY T OPERATOR. 
T=TAU 
C(l,ll=l.
C (2,2)=C0S(F1»T)
Q(3,3)=C0S(F3*T1 
S (2,2) = SIN(F1.*T)
S ( 3 , 3 ) = S I N ( F 3 * T )
DO 35 1=1,N 
DO 35 J=1,N 
DO 35 K=1,N
USR(I,J)=USR(I,J)1-(C(I,K)VUIR1(K,J)>S(I,K)*UIC1(K,J))

35 USC(I,J)=USC(I,J)+C(I,K)*UIC1(K,J)-S(I,K)*UIR1(K,J)
DO 65 1=1,N 
DO 05 J = 1,N '

65 PRINT 66,(I,J,USR(I ,J ),USC(I ,J ))
66 FORMAT (I3,5X,13,5X,F15.11,5X,F15.ll)

DO 40 1=1,N
• DO 40 J=1»N
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USR3<T,J)=USR(I, J)
USC3(1,J)=USC(I, J)
USR1(I,J)=USR(I,J)

4 0 USCi(I * J )=USC(I,J)
C GENERATE TIME INCREMENT SPECIFIED BY 11-33, 64*TAU IN THIS CASE. 

00 45 L=l,6 
00 50 1=1,N 
DO 50 J = 1,N 
DO 50 K=1,N
USR2 (I , J ) =USR2 (I, J) + (tUSR(I,K)*USRl(K,jn-USC(I,Kl*USCl(K,Jn 

50 USC2(I, J)=USC2 (I, Ji t ( (USC (I,K) »USR1 (K, J> It-USRd.Kl’USCKK.J) ) 
00 55 1=1,N 
DO 55 J=1,N 
USR1(I,J ) = USR2(I,J)
USCKI, J)=USC2(I, J)
USR(I,J)=USR2(I,J)
USC<I,J)=USC2(I,J)
USR2(I,J 1=0.

55 USC2(I ,J ) = 0.
C COMPUTE TRACE 

TR3=0.
00 75 1=1,N .
00 75 J=1,N

75 rR3=TR3<-USRl (I.J) **2<-USCl (I, J I 2 
PRINT 76,<TR3)

76 FORMAT (40X,F12.7)
45 CONTINUE

DO 80 1=1,N 
DO 80 J=1,N 

80 PRINT 81, (I,J, L'SR 1 (I,J) ,USCi(I,J) >
61 FORMAT (I3,5X,I3,5X,F15.11,5X,F15.11)

C MULTIPLY T OPERATOR OUT IN 64TAU TIME INCREMENTS.
00 92 L = 1, I A 
00 90 1 =1,N
DO 90 J = 1,N *■
DO 90 K=1,N
USR2 < I, J 1 =USR2 (I, Jl-M ( U S R d . K d U S R K K ,  J) >-USCCI,K)*USCl(K, J) )

90 USC2(T,J>=USC2(I,JH((USC(I,Kf*USRl(K,J))+USR(I,K)eUSCl<K,J>> 
C COMPUTE TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR J=0 TO J=2 TRANSITION

U31(L>=USR2(3, 1)**2 + USC2 C 3,1)*»2 
U13(L)=USR2(1,3)»*2*USC2(1,3)»»2 
DO 91 1=1,N 
DO 91 J= 1, N 
USR1(I,J)=USR2<1,J)
U S C K  I, Jl =USC2 (I, J »
USR2CI,JI=0.

91 USC2(I,J)=0.
C COMPUTE TRACE AT L*64TAU 

TR3=0.
DO 93 1=1,N 
00 9 3 J=1,N

93 TR3 = TR3 + U S R H I  ,J J *tl2 + USCl tl, J)**2 
PRINT 94,(IR3 >

94 FORMAT (30X,F12.7)
PRINT 95,<L,U13(L),U31(LI)

95 FORMAT (I5,5X,F12.6,5X,F12.6)
92 CONTINUE
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